ALUMINUM TUBE LINES

Collapsible Aluminum Tube
Production Lines
Cost efficient, turnkey solutions.

 Production speed up to 210 tubes/minute
 Able to test the machine in one location before shipment
 Special know-how in clean room installations for pharmaceutical
tube production

PackSys Global offers complete production
lines for collapsible aluminum tubes and is
presently the only company making all
machines in the line in-house, except for the
extrusion press. PackSys Global is thus able
to take responsibility for the speed of the
entire line when it is maintained per agreed
guidelines and service conditions. This gives
customers complete confidence in having
one point of contact for all their needs:
machine upgrades, service on all parts of
the line, etc. Furthermore, PackSys Global is
unique in being able to test the machine in
one location before shipment.

Mindful of the industry’s concerns for
efficiency and environmental considerations,
our Swiss engineered equipment addresses
these issues. Our reliable lines provide
customers the confidence to consistently
and cost effectively produce aluminum
tubes to the highest quality, while meeting
all industry standards.
PackSys Global has delivered lines to all
markets across the world and has special
know-how in clean room installations for
pharmaceutical tube production, in
particular for the Japanese market.
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ALUMINUM TUBE LINES

Which line to choose?
Low speed

120 tpm

Ideal for:

Markets with special requirements

Tube producers who need small batch capacities with quick
changeover capabilities
Medium speed

165 tpm

Ideal for:

Markets seeing good demand for collapsible aluminum tubes

Tube producers who are looking to expand their capacity to
tap into this industry growth
High speed

210 tpm

Ideal for:
Markets seeing exponential growth for collapsible aluminum tubes
Large tube producers who are looking to add capacity or replace
old equipment to optimize their production cost
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